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Thank you for your comments. I appreciate them. They were useful for me and I have improved my text according to your suggestions. 1 . I have noted in text that CW equation is empirical (first word in abstract also). I have noted this fact several times through text. 2. I have noted that coefficient 2.51 is replaced with 2.825 for gas flow as recommended by American Gas Agency AGA and I have associated the paper of Haaland from 1983 with this fact 3. I have corrected my error regarding electrical resistance (word current is replaced with resistance). Word resistance is more suitable, but with constant voltage, change of resistance implies also change of current. But you are note is absolutely good, changes of resistance is causing changes in current (or flow in case of fluid flow). It is not acceptable to replace cause and its consequence. 4. Paper of D.J. Zigrang, N.D. Sylvester, (1985) is also cited. 5. Definition of Lambert W-function is now added in text (second row in section 2). 6. According to solution for observed branch of W function by Barry (1):
Empirical implicit CW equation itself can produce an error of more than 5% but today even apropos this fact it is accepted standard for calculation of flow friction factor in hydraulically smooth and rough pipes [4] . Many researchers adopt a modification of the CW equation, using the 2.825 constant instead of 2.51 especially for gas flow calculation [5, 6] . This adoption for gas flow produced deviation of maximal 3.2% compared with classical CW equation.
As an alternative to the implicit CW equation, many approximate explicit formulas were given. Gregory and Fogarasi [7] , Yıldırım [8] and Brkić [9] made comparisons of in that time available approximations of CW equation. under the name ProductLog or Matlab by MathWorks under the name Lambert. Note that name "W" for Lambert function is not as old as the related function [10] . The modern history of Lambert W began in the 1980s, when a version of the function was built into the Maple computer-algebra system and given the name W. Corless et al [11] proposed name Lambert W for this function and this name is also used here. But in formulas is used only letter W for related function because this notation is shorter. Lambert W-function is somewhere known as Omega [11] . For CW equation, only the positive part of the principal branch of the Lambert W-function is considered (Figure 1 ) because the other branches correspond to nonphysical solutions of CW equations, so the simplified notation W is not ambiguous. Fortuitously, the letter W has additional significance because pioneering work on many aspects of W by Wright [12] . Although White was not actually a co-author of the paper in which CW equation was presented [2] , Colebrook made a special point of acknowledging important contribution of White to the development of the equation [3] . So letter W has additional symbolic value in here reformulated CW equation (2): 
Explicit reformulation of the CW equation based on Lambert W-function
In the papers of Moore [13] , Nandakumar [14] and Goudar and Sonnad [15] [16] [17] , other possible transformations of CW equation using Lambert-W function are shown. But relations shown in these papers have limitation in applicability for high values of Reynolds number and relative roughness because today available computers cannot operate with extremely large numbers [18] .
In the paper of Keady [19] , CW equation is expressed in Maple notation using Lambert W-function. Clamond [20] also provides Matlab and FORTRAN codes for CW relation expressed in term of the Lambert W-function.
Possible solutions of CW equation based on Lambert W-function
Besides the relative simplicity of an explicit from of CW equation transformed using Lambert W-function, it allows highly accurate estimation of friction factor as the Lambert W-function can be evaluated accurately [21] .
Formal solution
Since 
Solution using series expansion
Whether W ultimately attains such canonical status will depend on whether the mathematical community at large finds it sufficiently useful [10] .
Solution using Boyd shifted function
It is convenient to define a new function and new parameter [22] such that both the domain and range are the nonnegative real axis as (6):
With also "shifted" argument of the function [ 
Then, the Lambert W function can be transformed in ω function [22] (8):
Approximate solution 1 of ω function can be expressed [22] In previous equation (9) hyperbolic tangent function can be defined tanh(ξ)=(e ξ -e -ξ )/(e ξ +e -ξ ).
Improved solution after Boyd [22] is also available (10): 1 Note that log is actually ln, i.e. log e in the paper of Boyd [20] 
Where Ω is (11) 
When the improved approximation is used as the first guess for Newton"s iteration scheme (12) only four iterations reduce the relative error significantly over the entire domain of "shifted" function [22] :
This error does not have uniform distribution for entire domain of "shifted" function [22] . Values of errors presented for "shifted" function i.e. ω(y) have limited meaning, because our interest is in evaluation of error for W(x).
Solution proposed by Barry et al.
Barry et al. [23] gives their approximation for the upper branch of the Lambert W-function valid for CW equation (13) (17) 
Since the error derived using presented procedures and real errors produced by using implicit CW equation are of both signs the errors will add in some cases and cancel in other cases.
Solution proposed by Winitzki
According to Winitzki [24] approximation for Lambert W-function can be obtained by using (18) 
